The task of providing an optimal analysis of the state of the atmosphere requires the development of dynamic data-driven systems (DDDAS) that efficiently integrate the observational data and the models. Data assimilation, the dynamic incorporation of additional data into an executing application, is an essential DDDAS concept with wide applicability. In this paper we discuss practical aspects of nonlinear ensemble Kalman data assimilation applied to atmospheric chemical transport models. We highlight the challenges encountered in this approach such as filter divergence and spurious corrections, and propose solutions to overcome them, such as background covariance inflation and filter localization. The predictability is further improved by including model parameters in the 
fast response times and wide dynamic range, many of the important primary and secondary atmospheric trace gases and aerosols (e.g., carbon monoxide, ozone, sulfur dioxide, black carbon, etc.), and many of the critical photochemical oxidizing agents (such as the OH and HO2 radicals). Not only is our ability to characterize a fixed atmospheric point in space and time expanding, but the spatial coverage is also expanding through growing capabilities to measure atmospheric constituents remotely using sensors mounted at the surface and on satellites.
While significant advances in CTMs have taken place, predicting air quality remains a challenging problem due to the complex processes occurring at widely different scales and by their strong coupling across scales. Figure 1 illustrates some of the complexities in air quality predictions. Models have been developed for the simulation of these processes at each scale (right). These models have to balance fidelity (i.e., the accuracy of the description of the physical and chemical processes) and computational cost. Very detailed zerodimensional ("box") models incorporate high fidelity descriptions of the chemistry, aerosol and atmospheric dynamics, and thermodynamics. For larger areas, models incorporate more processes and employ more grid points; but for computational feasibility the spatial and temporal resolution is decreased, and the fidelity of each component is reduced.
Air quality predictions have large uncertainties associated with: incomplete and/or inaccurate emissions information; lack of key measurements to impose initial and boundary conditions; missing science elements; and poorly parameterized processes. Improvements in the analysis capabilities of CTMs require them to be better constrained through the use of observational data. The ability to dynamically incorporate additional data into an executing application is a fundamental DDDAS concept (http://www.cise.nsf.gov/dddas). We refer to this process as data assimilation. Borrowing lessons learned from the evolution of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, improving air quality predictions through the assimilation of chemical data holds significant promise. The dynamic data feedback loops that relate chemical transport models and observations are presented in Figure 1 .
In this paper we focus on the particular challenges that arise in the application of nonlinear ensemble filter data assimilation to atmospheric CTMs. This paper addresses the following issues: (1) Background covariance inflation is investigated in order to avoid filter divergence, (2) localization is used to prevent spurious filter corrections caused by small ensembles, and (3) parameters are assimilated together with the model states in order to reduce the model errors and improve the forecast. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the ensemble Kalman data assimilation technique, Section 3 illustrates the use of the tools in a data assimilation test, and Section 4 summarizes our results.
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Ensemble Methods for Dynamic Data Assimilation of Chemical Observations in Atmospheric Models Figure 1 . Dynamic data feedback loops between models and observations as they relate to predicting air quality. Complex CTMs incorporate chemical, aerosol, radiation modules, and use information from meteorological simulations (e.g., wind and temperature fields, turbulent diffusion parameterizations) and from emission inventories to produce chemical weather forecast. Yellow arrows represent the data flow for predictions using the first principles. Another source of information for concentrations of pollutants in the atmosphere is the observations. Data assimilation combines these two sources of information to produce an optimal analysis state of the atmosphere, consistent with both the physical/chemical laws of evolution through the model (first principles) and with reality through measurement information. Pink arrows illustrate the data flow for dynamic feedback and control loop from measurements/data assimilation to simulation.
Targeted observations locate the observations in space and time such that the uncertainty in predictions is minimized.
CHEMICAL TRANSPORT MODELING
An atmospheric CTM solves for the mass balance equations for concentrations y i of tracer species 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Here represents the wind velocity vector, K is the turbulent diffusion tensor, and ρ is the air density. These variables are typically prescribed from simulations with a numerical weather prediction model. The concentrations y i are expressed as a mole fraction (e.g., the number of molecules of tracer per 1 billion molecules of air); the absolute concentration of tracer i is ρy i (molecules per cm 3 ). The rate of chemical transformations of species i is f i , and depends on all other concentrations at the same spatial location. The elevated emissions of species i are E i and the ground level emissions are Q i . The deposition velocity is V i DEP . The model has prescribed initial conditions C 0 and is subject to Dirchlet boundary conditions at the inflow (lateral and top) boundary Γ IN , to no diffusive flow condition at the outflow (lateral and top) boundary Γ OUT , and to Neumann boundary conditions at the ground level boundary Γ GROUND . (2) where y k is the discrete state vector containing the dependent variables at time t k (e.g., concentrations of chemical species), p is the vector of model parameters (e.g., the emission rates, deposition velocities, boundary fluxes), M and is the discrete model solution operator.
Air quality forecasts built upon CTM predictions (in contrast to other techniques such as statistical methods) contain components related to emissions, transport, transformation and removal processes. Since the 4-dimensional distribution of pollutants in the atmosphere is heavily influenced
, , , ,
by the prevailing meteorological conditions, air quality models are closely aligned with weather prediction. Air quality forecasting differs in important ways from the problem of weather forecasting. One important difference is that weather prediction is typically focused on severe, adverse weather conditions (e.g., storms), while the meteorology of adverse air quality conditions frequently is associated with benign weather. Air quality predictions also differ from weather forecasting due to the additional processes associated with emissions, chemical transformations, and removal. Because many important pollutants (e.g., ozone and fine particulate sulfate) are secondary in nature (i.e., formed via chemical reactions in the atmosphere), air quality models must include a rich description of the photochemical oxidant cycle. As a result of these processes air quality models typically include hundreds of chemical variables (including gas phase constituents and aerosol species distributed by composition and size). The resulting system of equations is stiff and highly coupled, which greatly adds to the computational burden of air quality forecasting. It is also important to note that the chemical and removal processes are highly coupled to meteorology variables (e.g., temperature and water vapor), as are many of the emission terms (directly in the case of wind blown soils whose emission rates correlate with surface winds and evaporative emissions that correlate with temperature, and indirectly in the case of those associated with heating and cooling demand that respond to ambient temperatures). 
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DATA ASSIMILATION
Data assimilation is the process by which model predictions utilize measurements to obtain an optimal representation of the state of the atmosphere. The ability to dynamically incorporate additional data into an executing application is a fundamental DDDAS concept (http://www.
cise.nsf.gov/dddas).
For the predictive capabilities of CTMs to improve, they must be better constrained through the use of observational data. The close integration of observational data is recognized as essential in weather/climate analysis, and it is accomplished by a mature experience/infrastructure in data assimilationthe process by which models use measurements to produce an optimal representation of the state of the atmosphere. This is equally desirable in CTMs.
Data assimilation combines information from three different sources: the physical and chemical laws of evolution (encapsulated in the model), the reality (as captured by the observations), and the current best estimate of the distribution of tracers in the atmosphere (all with associated errors). As more chemical observations in the troposphere are becoming available, chemical data assimilation is expected to play an essential role in air quality forecasting, similar to the role it has in numerical weather prediction.
Assimilation techniques fall within the general categories of variational (3D-Var, 4D-Var) and Kalman filter-based methods, which have been developed in the framework of optimal estimation theory. The variational data assimilation approach seeks to minimize a cost functional that measures the distance from measurements and the "background" estimate of the true state. In the 3D-VAR [Lorenc, 1986; Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986; Talagrand and Courtier, 1987 ] method the observations are processed sequentially in time. The 4D-VAR [Courtier et al. 1994 , Elbern et. al. 1999 , Fisher and Lary 1995 , Rabier et al. 2000 ] generalizes this method by considering observations that are distributed in time. These methods have been successfully applied in meteorology and oceanography [Navon 1998 ], but they are only just beginning to be used in nonlinear atmospheric chemical models [Menut et -Memory shortage (~100 concentrations of various species at each grid points, check-pointing required); -Stiff differential equations (>200 various chemical reactions coupled together, lifetimes of different species vary from seconds to months) ; -Chemical observations are limited, compared to meteorological data; -Emission inventories are often out-dated, and uncertainties are not well-quantified. A discussion of current approaches follows.
Problem Formulation
Consider the chemical transport model (1) discretized in time and space (2) . Observations of quantities that depend on system state are available at discrete times t k (3) where y k obs ∈ ℜ m is the observation vector at t k , h is the (model equivalent) observation operator and H k is the linearization of h about the solution y k . Each observation is corrupted by observational (measurement and representativeness) errors ε k obs ∈ ℜ m [Cohn, 1997] . We denote by 〈·〉 the ensemble average over the uncertainty space. The observational error is the experimental uncertainty associated with the measurements and is usually considered to have a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a known covariance matrix R k .
The aim of data assimilation is to find P[y(t k )| y k obs … y 0 obs ], the PDF of the true state at time t k conditioned by all previous observations (including the most recent one). From Bayes' rule
obs … y 0 obs ] is the "model forecast PDF" (conditioned by all previous observations minus the most recent one) and P[ y(t k ) | y k obs … y 0 obs ] is the "assimilated PDF".
In the 4D-Var approach an optimal solution is sought by adjusting chosen parameters according to available measurements in the analysis time interval. Such parameters are often called control variables and they may include initial concentrations, emission rates, concentration and flux at domain boundaries, and other physical or chemical parameters. The gradients of the cost functional P y t y y P y y t P y t 
The Ensemble Kalman Filter
Kalman filters [Kalman, 1960] provide a stochastic approach to the data assimilation problem. The filtering theory is described in Jazwinski [1970] and the applications to atmospheric modeling in [Menard et (5) The mean and the covariance of the forecast PDF are approximated by the ensemble statistics: (6) An ensemble of observation vectors {y k obs [i]} 1≤ i≤N is constructed by adding to the most recent observation vector y k obs perturbations drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance R k . Each member of the ensemble is assimilated using the EKF to obtain the ensemble of analyzed states
The ensemble mean and covariance describe the PDF of the assimilated field. The cost of updating the covariance matrix is that of N model evaluations. The ensemble implicitly describes a density function that can be non-Gaussian. Experience gained in numerical weather prediction indicates that relatively small ensembles (50-100 members) are sufficient to accurately capture this density function [Houtekamer, 1998] The application of EnKF presents several challenges: (1) the rank of estimated covariance matrix is (much) smaller than its dimension; a solution is presented [Houtekamer et al., 2001 ]; (2) the random errors in the statistically In spite of these challenges, EnKF has many attractive features including: (1) it is able to propagate the PDFs through highly nonlinear systems; (2) it does not require additional modeling efforts such as the construction of tangent linear model and its adjoint; and (3) the method is highly parallelizable.
The Role of Chemical Observations
As we have discussed throughout this paper, improved predictions require a closer integration of measurements with models. The weather forecast system is supported by a comprehensive observing system designed to improve forecasting skill. No such system exists to support air quality forecasts. The chemical observations presently available were designed largely for environmental compliance and not to enhance predictive skill. However that opens the question as to what chemical data is needed to improve the predictions? The chemical data assimilation techniques can be used to help address this issue.
ENSEMBLE-BASED CHEMICAL DATA ASSIMILATION
Our data assimilation numerical experiments use the state-of-the-art regional atmospheric photochemistry and transport model STEM (Sulfur Transport Eulerian Model) to solve the mass-balance equations for concentrations of trace species in order to determine the fate of pollutants in the atmosphere .
The test case is a real-life simulation of air pollution in North-Eastern U.S. The "best guess" of the state of the atmosphere at 0 GMT July 20th is used to initialize the deterministic solution. The ensemble members are formed by adding a set of unbiased perturbations to the best guess, and then evolving each member to 4 GMT July 20th. The perturbation is formed according to an AR model [3] making it flow de-pendent. The 24 hours assimilation window starts at 4 GMT July 20th (denoted by [1, 24] hours). Observations are available at each integer hour in this window, i.e., at 1, 2, . . ., 24 hours (Figure 1.a) . EnKF adjusts the concentration fields of 66 "control" chemical species in each grid point of the domain every hour using (2). The ensemble size was chosen to be 50 members (a typical size in NWP). A 24 hour forecast window is also considered to start at 4 GMT July 21st (denoted by [24, 48] 
hours).
The performance of each data assimilation experiment is measured by the R 2 correlation and RMS factors between the observations and the model solution (separate R 2 and RMS factors are computed in the assimilation and in the forecast windows). The R 2 correlation and RMS factor of two series x and y of length n are 
Models of the Background Errors
Our current knowledge of the state of the atmosphere (at the beginning of the simulation) is represented by the "background" field and its error. In practice, little is known about the background error [Fisher, 1995 [Fisher, , 2003 ; it is typically assumed to be Gaussian and with zero mean (the model is unbiased) and covariance B. In [Constantinescu et 
Preventing Filter Divergence
The textbook application of EnKF [Evensen, 2003] (perfect model assumption) to our particular scenario leads to filter divergence: EnKF shows a decreasing ability to correct the ensemble state toward the observations at the end of the assimilation window. Filter divergence [Houtekamer and Mitchell, 1998; Hamill, 2004 ] is caused by progressive underestimation of the model error covariance magnitude during the integration; the filter becomes "too confident" in the model and "ignores" the observations in the analysis process. The cure is to artificially increase the covariance of the ensemble (effectively accounting for model errors) and therefore decrease the filter's confidence in the model results. In this section we investigate several ways to "inflate" the ensemble covariance in order to prevent filter divergence. The additive inflation process [Corazza et al., 2002] consists of adding random noise to the model solution; the noise can be thought of as a representation of the unknown model error. The most intuitive way is to add noise to the forecast solution (10) but in principle the noise can also be added to the analysis.
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The multiplicative approach to covariance inflation [Anderson, 2001] is to enlarge the spread of the ensemble about its mean by a scalar factor γ > 1. This can be applied to either the forecast or the analyzed ensembles: (11) The choice for the inflation factors is based on Kalman filtering theory which requires that the ensemble and innovation spreads be of similar magnitude [Evensen, 2003] . At each assimilation cycle the inflation factor is chosen as (12) where d = y obs − H · y is the vector of innovations for all observations, R is the observational covariance, and H is the observation operator.
A third approach for covariance inflation is through perturbations applied to key model parameters, and we refer to it as model-specific inflation. This approach focuses on sources of uncertainty that are specific to each model (for instance in CTMs: boundary conditions, emissions, and meteorological fields). Each ensemble member is run with different values of model parameters, drawn from a specific probability distribution.
The filter behavior for different settings is shown in Figure 4 below. The noiseless application filter diverges, while the parameter and the multiplicative inflation strategies alleviate the problem.
Covariance Localization
The practical Kalman filter implementation employs a small ensemble of Monte Carlo simulations in order to approximate the background covariance (P f ). In its initial formulation, EnKF may suffer from spurious correlations 
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caused by sub-sampling errors in the background covariance estimates. This allows for observations to incorrectly impact remote model states. The filter localization introduces a restriction on the correction magnitude based on its remoteness. One way to impose localization in EnKF is to apply a decorrelation function ρ(D) that decreases with the distance D, to the background covariance. Following [Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001 ] the EnKF relation becomes (13) where the distance matrix D y is calculated as the distance among the observation sites, and D c contains the distance from each state variable to each observation site. The decorrelation function is applied to the distance matrix and produces a decorrelation matrix (decreasing with the distance). The operation '°' denotes the Schur product that applies. We consider a Gaussian decorrelation function that accounts for the anisotropy in the horizontal-vertical flow To exemplify the importance of covariance localization consider the vertical profiles of the assimilated ozone fields using the localized and nonlocalized versions of EnKF. Figure 5 represents the vertical profile of the ozone concentrations measured by the two ozonesondes (S1 and S2) together with the concentrations predicted by the model after the EnKF and LEnKF data assimilation with model-specific inflation. The ozonesondes were launched at 14 GMT (S1) and at 22 GMT (S2) July 20th. The EnKF solutions near the observation sites (on or close to the ground level) where the solution is constrained show a good fit, and the vertically developed correlations improve the solution in that vicinity. At higher altitudes, however, the ozonesondes show an oscillatory behavior of the ozone profile. LEnKF solution gives a fit as good as EnKF does close to the observation sites, and comes closer to the non-assimilated solution at higher altitudes, where there is no information about the true profile, and thus the model prediction prevails. The LEnKF approach forces the correction that each observation exerts on the concentration field to decrease with the distance from the observation site, and thus limits the spatial influence.
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Ensemble Figure 5 . Ozone concentrations measured by the two ozonesondes and predicted by the model after data assimilation with 4D-Var, EnKF, and LEnKF. Model-specific inflation is used.
The assimilated results without localization show considerable errors at high altitudes. 
Inflation Localization
The traditional approach to covariance inflation increases the spread of the ensemble equally throughout the computational domain. In the LEnKF framework, the corrections are restricted to a region that is rich in observations. These states are corrected and their variance is reduced, while the remote states (i.e., the states that are relatively far from the observations' locations) maintain their initial variation which is potentially reduced only by the model evolution.
The spread of the ensemble at the remote states may be increased to unreasonably large values through successive inflation steps. Therefore, the covariance inflation needs to be restricted in order to avoid the over-inflation of the remote states. A sensible inflation restriction can be based on the localization operator, ρ(D), which is applied in the same way as for the covariance localization. The localized multiplicative inflation factor, γ loc , is given by (15) where γ is the (non-localized) multiplicative inflation factor and i, j, k refer to the spatial coordinates. In this way, the localized inflation increases the ensemble spread only in the information-rich regions where filter divergence can occur.
Joint State-Parameter Data Assimilation
In regional CTMs the influence of the initial conditions is rapidly diminishing with time, and the concentration fields are "driven" by emissions and by lateral boundary conditions. Since both of them are generally poorly known, it is of considerable interest to improve their values using information from observations. In this setting we have to solve a joint state-parameter data assimilation problem. The emission rates and lateral boundary conditions are multiplied by specific correction coefficients, with a different coefficient for each species and each gridpoint. These correction coefficients are appended to the model state. The LEnKF data assimilation is then carried out with the augmented model state to recover corrected emissions and boundary conditions as well.
DATA ASSIMILATION RESULTS
We now illustrate the discussion with representative results. The data assimilation setting for Northeastern U.S. in July 2004 was discussed in Section
, ,
4. The behavior of the ensemble filter is shown in Figure 6 , where the distribution of ground level ozone during the afternoon peak (2 pm) as predicted by the model before assimilation (Figure 7 .a) and after assimilation (Figure 7 .b) are plotted. The assimilated field more closely matches the observations (especially near the West inflow boundary) and displays finer scale structures. (a) Ozone predicted by the model Figure 8 illustrates the forecasted ground level ozone concentrations at 2 pm on the next day (July 21, 2004 ). In Figure 8 (a) he forecast uses the corrected initial conditions. In Figure 8 (b) the forecast uses the corrected initial conditions, emissions, and boundary conditions. A comparison of the two plots with the AirNow observations (colored circles) reveals that the joint assimilation of state and parameters leads to an improved forecast.
The time evolution of ozone concentrations at selected ground stations (Figure 8) show how the assimilated ozone series follow the observations much closer than the non-assimilated ones in the analysis window. Table 1 contains performance results for data assimilation with different filter choices. The performance of each data assimilation experiment is measured by the R 2 correlation factor as well as the RMS distance between the model prediction and observations. The correlation factor between the observations and the model solution in the assimilation window is R 2 = 0.24 for the non-assimilated solution, R 2 = 0.52 for 4D-Var (results not shown), and R 2 ≈ 0.8 − 0.9 for EnKF (with various forms of covariance inflation and localization). We note that the performance of the 200 member ensemble is better than the performance of the 50 members ensemble. However, with localization the 50 member ensemble results are very good. This number of members is to be preferred to the high computational overhead associated with large ensembles.
The impact of data assimilation on the forecast skill is also shown. The period from 24 -48 hours represents the forecast. Near surface ozone levels are strongly dependent on chemical production/destruction processes involving a variety of precursor species. The joint assimilation of state, lateral boundary conditions, and emissions leads to considerable improvements not only in the assimilation window, but also in the forecast window.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses some of the challenges associated with the application of nonlinear ensemble filtering data assimilation to atmospheric CTMs. Several aspects are analyzed in this study: (1) ensemble initialization -using autoregressive models of the background errors; (2) filter divergence -CTMs tend to dampen perturbations; (3) spurious corrections -small ensemble size cause wrong increments; (4) over-estimation of the model errors in data sparse areas; and (5) model parameterization errors -without correcting model errors in the analysis, correcting the state only does not help in improving the forecast accuracy.
Experiments showed that the filter diverges quickly. The influence of the initial conditions fades in time as the fields are largely determined by emissions and by lateral boundary conditions. Consequently, the initial spread of the ensemble is diminished in time. Moreover, stiff systems (like chemistry) are stable -small perturbations are damped out quickly in time. In order to prevent filter divergence, the spread of the ensemble needs to be explicitly increased. We discuss three approaches to ensemble covariance inflation among which model-specific inflation is the most intuitive. The "localization" of EnKF is needed in order to avoid the spurious corrections noticed in the
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Ensemble Methods for Dynamic Data Assimilation of Chemical Observations in Atmospheric Models "textbook" application. The correlation distances are approximated using experimental correlations. Furthermore, covariance localization prevents over-inflation of the states that are remote from observation. LEnKF increased both the accuracy of the analysis and forecast at the observation sites and at distant locations (from the observations). A localization was is also applied to the ensemble inflation to prevent overestimation of model errors in data-sparse areas. Since the solution of a regional CTM is largely influenced by uncertain lateral boundary conditions and by uncertain emissions it is of great importance to adjust these parameters through data assimilation. The assimilation of emissions and boundary conditions visibly improves the quality of the analysis.
More work is required to completely understand the use of ensemble data assimilation to reduce uncertainties in emission inventories and in boundary conditions. One challenge arises from the long integration times needed to develop meaningful correlations between the emission rates or boundary conditions and the concentration fields. Another challenge is posed by large spurious correlations which lead the filter to correct the emission rates and boundary conditions in order to compensate for other sources of error.
In this paper we considered the "perturbed observations" version of EnKF. The performance of the "square root" EnKF variants will need to be assessed in the context of chemical data assimilation. In the future we plan to develop hybrid methods that combine the advantages of the 4D-Var and EnKF data assimilation approaches.
